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Mount Arclens. 

 

Several helicopters hovered lazily in the sky. 

 

Due to the lack of flat ground on the mountain’s peak, the helicopters could not land safely and were 

forced to hover in place as their passengers alighted. 

 

The helicopter’s cabin door opened, and lengths of rope were thrown from the side of the door. Soon, 

uniformed men abseiled down along with some equipment. 

 

James looked down from the cabin. 

 

They were at least 50 meters above the ground. Although James was at the pinnacle of the first rank, he 

would most certainly not survive jumping down from such a high altitude. 

 

He fastened the rope to his belt, leaped out of the cabin, and quickly slid down. Shortly afterward, he 

landed soundly on the ground with a muffled thump. 

 

Maxine followed suit and appeared on the ground shortly after him. 

 

Meanwhile, Thea was gazing down from the helicopter in terror, her face as white as a sheet. 

 

Despite having cultivated True Energy to the third rank, she saw far away she was from the ground and 

did not dare take another step. 

 

still refused to slide down. She backed herself further into the cabin and hesitated. It took her a while to 

decide to go through with it, since she was scared that people would look 
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she crashed into 

 

Energy to protect herself, the impact 

 

at James and Maxine, then admitted sheepishly, “I still haven’t quite 

 

proudly and praised 

 

had definitely grown in the time he 

 

of sliding down a rope 

 

keep up with you! In order to improve my combat skills, I’ve also decided to join 

 

down by the soldiers, he looked at Maxine 

 

up some metal equipment and insulated 

 

them in order to look for solid ground to 

 

while later, James reached 

 



specifically because Thomas had warned 

 

the heat–resistant suit, he began preparations by rigging the pulleys onto 
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to quickly stop Maxine. “Maxine, stay up 

 

so we can watch each other’s backs. Plus, I also want some closure on whether Thomas is dead 

 

come too.” Thea did not want 


